THE
ORBEL
AWARD
2O23
Win €1500 for your thesis
in operational research (OR)
The Award
Every year, ORBEL, the Belgian OR-society, organizes a student competition funded
by OMP.
The ORBEL Award (worth €1500) is given to the author(s) of a scientifically oriented
thesis (no PhD thesis!). The criteria for judgement are based on the efficiency and
effectivity of the scientific approach applied to solve the problem under study.
The author(s) should put emphasis on the application of existing methods in new
areas or on the application of new solution methods for models recognized as useful
for solving real-life management problems. One of the criteria will be, therefore, the
actual collaboration with industry during the thesis elaboration.
The paper can be written in Dutch, French or English. It will be assessed by a jury
mainly taking into account the effectiveness of the theoretical methods to solve
practical problems.

Submission procedure: send, before November 1, 2022, a PDF file of your thesis to Professor
Roel Leus at roel.leus@kuleuven.be stating that you want to compete for the 2023 ORBEL
Award. Ask for a confirmation in your mail.
Information and regulations: www.orbel.be

The Organization
ORBEL is the Belgian Society for the
promotion of operational research
and analytics. Its goal is to contribute
to the science, the development,
and the adoption of advanced tools,
methods, and knowledge in those
fields, by stimulating multidisciplinary
research and scientific collaboration
among its members, as well as
fostering cooperation with industry
and society in general, both on the
national and the international level.
Its main fields of interest include
optimization, simulation, data science,
and other quantitative methods for
effective decision making in complex
environments.
ORBEL is a member of EURO, the
Association of European Operational
Research Societies, and IFORS, the
International Federation of Operational
Research Societies.
For more information on the society,
its activities and the award, visit the
website www.orbel.be.

The Sponsor
OMP is a software and consulting
company delivering advanced supply
chain planning solutions for specific
industries worldwide. The main
mission: optimizing its customers’
supply chains. How? By developing
its own innovative planning software
that meets and exceeds expectations.
With a workforce of over 900 people
in offices around the world, OMP has
become a renowned player in the
supply chain planning market.
Many of the customers are leading global
companies, such as ArcelorMittal,
BASF, Dow, L’Oréal, Michelin, Procter
& Gamble, Shaw, Shell, Smurfit Kappa
and Yoplait.
OMP sponsors the ORBEL Award,
because the company believes in
supporting young people and giving
them a head start in a successful
career. Want to know more?
Visit omp.com.

